NOTES
1. Arrows to be of same material as other message units on each sign.
2. Taper should be held constant for longer or shorter shaft lengths on Type "A" & "B" arrows.

STANDARD ARROWS
FOR LARGE GUIDE SIGNS
WISCONSIN DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
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PLOT BY: DOTB2K

0.30" RHTF - 13" ULC - 10" - 12" Caps
8" Caps - 18" ULC
20" Caps - 24" ULC

0.30" RHTF - 17" ULC - 12" - 18" Caps
8" Caps - 18" ULC
20" Caps - 24" ULC

0.45" RHTF - 17" ULC - 12" - 18" Caps
8" Caps - 18" ULC
20" Caps - 24" ULC

0.60" RHTF - 17" ULC - 12" - 18" Caps
8" Caps - 18" ULC
20" Caps - 24" ULC

0.60" RHTF - 13" ULC - 10" - 12" Caps
8" Caps - 18" ULC
20" Caps - 24" ULC

0.60" RHTF - 13" ULC - 10" - 12" Caps
8" Caps - 18" ULC
20" Caps - 24" ULC

0.60" RHTF - 13" ULC - 10" - 12" Caps
8" Caps - 18" ULC
20" Caps - 24" ULC

0.60" RHTF - 13" ULC - 10" - 12" Caps
8" Caps - 18" ULC
20" Caps - 24" ULC

0.60" RHTF - 13" ULC - 10" - 12" Caps
8" Caps - 18" ULC
20" Caps - 24" ULC